5

Need-to-Know
Lessons from SANS

to Stop a Breach Post Compromise

Power Your 2021 Security Strategy with
Top Insights from SANS Institute Surveys

1

Attackers Are on the Inside: Can You See Them?

ONLY 15%

of respondents expressed a very
high level of conﬁdence that all
the devices on their network
are discoverable___

59%
W

of the respondents believed
that a lack of network visibility
poses a high or very high risk
to the organization

E

ONLY 16%

believe they have high
visibility into east-west
traﬃc___

IoT Devices Remain Unseen Risk

IR and SOC Analysts Want
More Insight But Can’t Get It

Half are not monitoring their own IoT

ONLY

13%

98%
of respondents voiced some
concern about encrypted traﬃc

fully manage webcams
in their environment

2/3

38%
need but can’t acquire transaction
data from encrypted network traﬃc

are not monitoring third-party IoT
ExtraHop research indicates that 35% of
environments are vulnerable to Ripple20

2 Skills Shortage Persists: Security & Cloud
“Security teamwork is needed to work across the business to avoid
vulnerabilities, to quickly react to new threats, and to develop new techniques
and processes.”

55%
say shortage of staﬃng and skills is the
top impediment to eﬀective cloud IR

Highly skilled team members stay longer
Current staﬀ is best bet for mining
security and operations talent

Align Your Teams: SecOps + NetOps + Cloud

30%

have been able to align security plans and budgets
of other departments—such as DevOps, the
network operations center (NOC) and quality
assurance (QA)

Increase Eﬃciency with Critical Skills

45%

cite overall security operational skills as the
most critical

Fill Staﬀ Gaps with Training

54%

increased staﬀ skills training spending to
address emerging privacy and security
legislation

3 Remote Work Remains: Are You Prepared?
Put Safeguards in Place for Data Accessibility

71%

of accessed resources involve highly
sensitive information

30%

rely on RDP, a protocol notorious for being abused
by attackers. 88% of respondents rely on VPN
tunneling for their work

92%

issued company laptops. Nearly 40% access work
resources with personal devices

4 From Compromise to Detection: Still Too Long
Continued Focus on Reducing Dwell Time

60%

< 24 Hours

CURRENT STATE

FUTURE GOAL

report dangerously lengthy
dwell times

detect attacks in less
than 24 hours

Compromise

Detection

5 Assessing the Eﬀectiveness & Maturity of Cloud IR
Cloud shift hasn’t fully grown and integrated into business

MISSED DETECTIONS

91%

of cloud incidents are detected by
third parties and not internal analysts

MATURITY NOT MEASURED

40%

do not assess the eﬀectiveness and
maturity of cloud IR processes

LEAKED APIs

68%

of breaches involved leaked API keys
EXFILTRATION

41%

of breaches included data exﬁltration

Invest in Network Detection
and Response Tools
To supercharge security strategy and stop breaches
post-compromise, technology leaders have named network
detection and response as their leading investment to
receive increased spending in the coming year.
In a post-compromise world, network detection and
response (NDR) is mandatory for any organization looking
to eliminate blind spots and quickly detect, investigate, and
respond to stop advanced threats.

Experience ExtraHop Reveal(x) for yourself
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